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I would like to be a part of an organisation where I could use and enhance my knowledge along with
talent for the development of both the organisation and myself, also help the globe while developing
a sense of duty and responsibility.

Projects
○␣

○␣

Google Chrome Extension for Topic Summarization
Team size: 4
University of Pune
Bachelor of Engineering
A summarization system that extracts content from a blog such that it best represents topics
discussed in the comments. Uses Word Representative Measure based on factors like reader
authority, popularity of comment, topic clustering and named entity recognition.
Android Twitter Application
Team size: 1
Under Development
Personal
An Android Twitter application that will use Twitter REST APIs to let users gain followers, un-follow
people that don’t follow them, manage follow/following ratio, show inactive users etc.

Education
○␣

Savitribai Phule Pune University
Computer Engineering, First Class with Distinction

2012–2016

Technical and Personal skills
○␣

Programming Languages: Proficient in: C, C++, Java, Python.

○␣

Operating System: Windows, Linux.

○␣

Databases: MySQL, MongoDB.

Seminar
○␣

Tor - Anonymity Network
Tor is free software and an open network that helps you defend against traffic analysis, a form of
network surveillance that threatens personal freedom and privacy, confidential business activities
and relationships, and state security. Tor protects you by bouncing your communications around
a distributed network of relays run by volunteers all around the world.
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Achievements
2012: Won the ’Fastest Typing’ competition held by RMDSSOE, Pune.
2016: Won the ’Best Project - Runner-up’ in Project Exhibition held by RMDSSOE, Pune.

Personal Qualities
-

Detail oriented and strong interpersonal skills
Good Conceptual, Analytical and Logical skills
Ability to work individually as well as in group environment
Design the program for various purposes
Suggest innovative ideas to enhance the working of existing software
Ability to adapt quickly to challenges and changing environment

Extra Curricular
- Building and collaborating Android Forums on XDA-Developers
- Help and discuss with people on various platforms regarding Android Root, Bootloaders, Kernel,
Development
- Inter-colleges FIFA and Football competitions

Interests
-

Look for problems on StackOverflow
XDA Development for Android Developers
Modify and try Android ROMs, Kernels
Surf StackOverflow, XDA and look for new developments in free time

Languages
○␣

English, Hindi, Marathi

Profiles
○␣
○␣

StackOverflow: http://stackoverflow.com/users/5408541/saurabh-mufc
XDA-Developers: http://forum.xda-developers.com/member.php?u=7044207
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